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a b s t r a c t
Recently data stream has been extensively explored due to its emergence in a great deal
of applications such as sensor networks, web click streams and network flows. One of
the most important challenges in data streams is concept change where data underlying
distributions change from time to time. A vast majority of researches in the context of data
stream mining are devoted to labeled data, whereas, in real word human practice label of
data are rarely available to the learning algorithms. Moreover, most of the methods that
detect changes in unlabeled data stream merely deal with numerical data sets, and also,
they are facing considerable difficulty when dimension of data tends to increase. In this
paper, we present a Precise Statistical approach for Concept Change Detection in unlabeled
data streams, which, abbreviated as PSCCD, detects changes using an exchangeable test.
This hypothesis test is driven from a martingale which is based on Doob’s Maximal
Inequality. The advantages of our approach are three fold. First, it does not require a sliding
window on the data streamwhose size is a well-known challenging issue; second, it works
well inmulti-dimensional data stream, and last but not the least, it is applicable to different
types of data including categorical, numerical andmixed-attribute data streams. To explore
the advantages of our approach, quite a lot of experiments with different settings and
specifications are conducted. The obtained results are very promising.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In recent years, data streams have been extensively investigated due to the large amount of applications such as sensor
networks, web click streams and network flows [1–5]. Data stream is an ordered sequence of data with huge volumes
arriving with a high throughput that must be analyzed in a single pass [6,7]. One of the most important challenges in data
streams and generally inmany real world domains is the concept change. In general, the process of transition from one state
to another state is known as concept change [8]. In data streams where data is generated form a data generating process,
concept change occurs when the distribution of the generated data changes [9,10].
The problem of concept change detection in time-evolving data has been explored in many previous researches [11–15].
They are mainly focused on labeled data streams, whereas, nowadays data streams consist of unlabeled instances and
rarely is the assumption of having data label realistic. However, there is little work to detect changes in unlabeled data
streams [8,10,14] and the existing approaches merely offers a mediocre performance on data stream having either high
dimension or mixed attributes.
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In this paper, we present a Precise Statistical approach for Concept Change Detection in unlabeled data streams, which,
abbreviated as PSCCD, detects changes using an exchangeable test. This approach is efficient, does not require a sliding
window on the data stream and also is capable to detect changes in all domains of data, such as categorical, numerical and
mixed-attributes data stream. In PSCCD, upon arrival of new data point, a hypothesis test takes place to determine whether
a concept change has occurred or not. This hypothesis test is driven by a family of martingales which is based on Doob’s
Maximal Inequality. Consequently, the main contributions of our method are listed as follows: (1) it is not involved with
the setting up of the window size, which is a challenging issue in data stream environments. (2) It works well in multi-
dimensional data streams. (3) It is applicable to different types of data sets including numerical, categorical and mixed-
attributes data sets.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: we outline the previous works in Section 2. In Section 3, the
preliminaries of this paper are explained. Section 4 presents the proposed algorithm for concept change detection. In
Section 5, we report the experimental results and the paper concludes with Section 6.
2. Related works
In general, change is known asmoving fromone state to another state [8]. There are some relatedworks to detect changes
where some of them detect changes with statistical hypothesis testing and multiple testing problems [16]. In the statistical
literature, there are some works for change point detection [17]. However, most of the statistical tests are parametric and
also need the whole data to run [18,19]. These methods are not applicable in the data stream area, because they require
storing all data in memory to run their employed tests [19].
Popular approaches for the concept change detection uses three techniques: (1) sliding window which is adopted
to select data points for building a model [11,12]. (2) Instance weighting which assumes that recent data points in the
window are more important than the other [13]. (3) Ensemble learning which is created with multiple models with
different window sizes or parameter values or weighting functions are created and prediction is based on majority of the
different models [20–24]. Both sliding window and instance weighting families suffer from some issues: First, they are
parametric methods; the sliding window techniques require determining window size and instance weighting methods
need to determine a proper weighting function. Second, when there is no concept change in data stream for a long period
of time, both sliding window and instance weighting methods would not work well because they do not take into account
or give lowweights to the ancient instances. The ensemble methods try to overcome the problems that sliding window and
instanceweighting are facedwith by deciding according tomultiplemodelswith differentwindow sizes or parameter values
or weighting functions. However, these techniques need to determine the number of models in the ensemble technique.
Another family of concept change detection methods is based on density estimation. For example, Aggarwal’s
method [25] using velocity density estimation which uses some heuristics instead of classic statistical changes detectors to
find changes. As anothermajorworks in this family,we couldmention [14,26]which determine changes based on comparing
two probability distributions from two different windows [14,26]. For example, in [14] the change detection method based
on KS test determines whether the two probability density estimations obtained from two consequent different windows
are similar or not. However, this method is impractical for high-dimensional data streams and also needs to determine the
proper window size. Dasu et al. propose a method for change detection which is related to Kulldorff’s test. This method is
practical for multi-dimensional data streams [26]. However, this method relies on a discretization of the data space, thus it
suffers from the curse of dimensionality.
Another major work which is similar to our idea is proposed by Ho et al. [8,10]. Although that method detects changes
accurately, it can only detect some types of changes to be detailed in Section 5. Moreover, it is merely able to perform on
numerical data streams.
3. Preliminaries
In Section 3.1, the problem of concept change detection is defined. Followed by that, in Section 3.2, we will describe
exchangeable random variables and martingale which are the foundation of our method for concept change detection.
3.1. Problem description
The problem of concept change detection in time-evolving data is formulated as follows: we are given a series of
unlabeled data points D = {z1, z2, . . . , zn}. D can be divided into s segments Di where {i = 1, 2, . . . , s} that follow different
distributions. The objective of PSCCD is basically to pinpoint where the distribution of data changes along unlabeled data
stream.
3.2. Exchangeability and martingale
In statistics, a sequence of random variables is exchangeable, if the future samples behave like earlier ones. Formally,
suppose that {Z1, Z2, . . . , Z∞} is a sequence of random variables. This sequence of random variables is exchangeable, if the
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joint probability distribution of the permuted sequences Zσ(1), Zσ(2), Zσ(3), . . . is the same as the joint probability distribution
of the original sequence. For example, suppose that an urn contains r red and b blue marbles. Three marbles are drawn from
the urn with replacement. The random variables A, B and C , which indicate the color of first, second and third marbles, are
exchangeable. But if the marbles are drawn from the urn with replacement based on their color; these random variables are
not exchangeable. As another example, suppose that random variables Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4 are independent and can take value
1 or 2 based on the following distribution.
P(Zi) =

α Zi = 1
β Zi = 2 . (1)
For i = 1, 2, α = α1 and β = β1 and for i = 3, 4, α = α2 and β = β2 (α1 ≠ α2, β1 ≠ β2). Random variables Z1, Z2, Z3
and Z4 are not exchangeable, because for the particular random variable permutations (1, 1, 2, 2) and (2, 2, 1, 1); the joint
probability distribution is not equal.
The satisfaction of exchangeability condition indicates that the distribution, fromwhich the sequence of randomvariables
is drawn, is stationary [10]. Hence, for concept change detection, we would like to test when exchangeability condition is
not satisfied. Vovk et al. introduced the idea of testing exchangeability online using the martingale [15].
A sequence of random variables {Mi; 0 ≤ i < ∞} is martingale, if Mn is a measurable function of Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn (M0 has
a constant value) and the conditional value of the next observation, given all the past observations, is equal to the last
observation (E(Mn+1|Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn) = Mn). The concept of martingale is related to gambling that describes a fair game
of chance. Suppose that a gambler plays with a coin. He wins $1 when the coin comes up heads and loses $1 when the
coin comes up tails. Given the gambler’s history, his conditional expected fortune after the next trial is equal to his present
fortune, so this sequence is a martingale.
4. The proposed method
Suppose that {z1, z2, . . . , zn−1} be a sequence of unlabeled data points and new data points zn are received. The goal is
to detect change points where distribution of data generating model changes. When each data point receives, a hypothesis
testing takes place to determine whether concept change has occurred or not. This test is according to exchangeability
condition and is defined as follow:
H0 = {There is no concept change in data stream}
H1 = {There is a concept change in data stream}.
In the first step, we rank data points according to their differences. So a measure called Unified Strangeness Measure (USM) is
defined. It determines howmuch adata point is different from the others.WedefineUSM that could be used in all categorical,
numerical andmixed-attribute domains. This measure is defined as follow: suppose that there arem attributes in which the
p first attributes are numerical and the others are categorical. For numerical attributes, the Euclidean distance of each data
pointwithmean of data points is calculated and for the others that involve categorical attributes, the overlapmetric between
each data point and mode of data points is calculated. If p is equal to zero, it means that all attributes are categorical and if
p is equal tom, it means that all attributes are numerical. Formally, the proposed USM of zi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n is defined as
follow:
USMi(Z, zn) =
p−
i=1
|zi − C (Z ∪ {zn})| +
m−
i=p+1
dis (zi,M (Z ∪ {zn})) (2)
where dis(a, b) =

0 a = b
1 a ≠ b

.
In this formula, C(Z ∪ {zn}) and M(Z ∪ {zn}), respectively, indicate mean and mode of the union of previous data and new
received data point zn. USM is high, when data is farther from the representative of data points. For numerical attributes,
the representative of data indicates that mean of data points and for categorical attributes, this means the mode of received
data points.
Next, a statistic is defined to rank unified strangeness measure of new data point with respect to the other strangeness
measures. This statistic is defined as follows:
p_value = #{i : USMi > USMn} + θn#{i : USMi = USMn}
n
(3)
where USMi is the unified strangeness measure and θn is chosen from [0, 1] randomly.
The changes of p_value toward higher values can be deemed as data points are running away from their representative.
In contrast, having data close to their representative conveys the meaning that p_values are approaching smaller values.
In order to decide whether to accept H0 or not, a martingale [8] is defined based on the sequence of p_values.
M(ε)n =
n∏
i=1
(εpε−1i ). (4)
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From Doob’s Maximal Inequality [27]:
P[M∗ ≥ λ] ≤ λ−1 (5)
M∗ = maxMk
0≤k≤n
.
According to this property, it is unlikely forMk to have a high value. Thus, we can detect changes when martingale value is
greater than λ.
This paper follows two elegant and efficient strategies based on p_values to detect changes: first, the changes of p_value
toward higher values and second, approaches of p_value to smaller values. Thus the martingale value is calculated using (4)
according to p_value and the complement of p_value. Then based on Doob’s Maximal Inequality if the mean of two values
of martingales is greater than λ, a change is detected and H0 is rejected. Note that the martingale value computed by (5) has
the following recursion relation:
M(ε)i = εpε−1i M(ε)i−1. (6)
Therefore it is not necessary to store previous p_values. To bemore illustrative, we presented the outline of PSCCD as follow:
PSCCD algorithm
M_previous = 1
Loop
A new unlabeled data stream zi is received.
Compute the unified strangeness measure using (2).
Compute p_values and complement of p_values using (3).
Compute martingale value using (6) according to p_values (M1) and the 1− p_values(M2).
If M1+M22 > λ then
Alarm CHANGE DETECT
M_previous = 1
else
M_previous = M1+M22
End if
End loop
5. Experimental results and discussions
This section is composedof two subsections, precisely covering our observation and analysis. The first subsectionpresents
experimental setup and evaluation measures. The latter one presents and analyzes the obtained results.
5.1. Experimental setup
This section introduces the examined data sets and evaluation measures, respectively.
5.1.1. Data sets
To explore the advantages of PSCCD,we conduct our experiments on a variety of data sets including categorical, numerical
andmixed attribute. Also, we apply our method on video data sets to illustrate the usefulness of our model in the real world
domain. All data sets that are used in this study are detailed below.
Numerical data sets: To evaluate PSCCD on numerical data sets, we employ the data set which was used previously in Ho’s
work [8,10]. In this data set change is defined as the change in the generating model. This change is simulated by variety in
eithermean or standard deviation of the functionwhich generates the data stream. According to this definition,we construct
a data set with 20000 instances where changes occur after generating each 2000 instances. Thus, this data set includes ten
segments. In each segment, instances are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with meanµ and standard deviation σ . We
change themean or standard deviation after each 2000 instances. Therefore, this data set has nine change points in instances
2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 120000, 140000, 160000, and 180000. We call this data set num_ds. Also, we create three
data sets named num_shift_1, num_shift_2 and num_shift_3with different sizes of shift in themean of Gaussian distributions.
Each data set includes four segments and the size of shift indicates the amount of shift in the mean of consecutive Gaussian
distributions. For example, num_shift_1 includes four segments whose segment has Gaussian distribution with meanµ and
standard deviation 1. The difference of mean of consecutive Gaussian distributions is one (for example−2,−1, 0, 1).
Categorical data sets: Basically we conduct our experiments on two families of categorical data sets. In the first family, the
attributes are originally in nominal form. Hence, to incorporate concept change into these data sets, we merely change
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Table 1
Overview of some used categorical data sets.
Name # Instances # values # segments Shift in means
Cat_gaus_mean_1_val_2 8000 2 4 1
Cat_gaus_mean_1_val_5 8000 5 4 1
Cat_gaus_mean_1_val_10 8000 10 4 1
Cat_gaus_mean_2_val_2 8000 2 4 2
Cat_gaus_mean_2_val_5 8000 5 4 2
Cat_gaus_mean_2_val_10 8000 10 4 2
Cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2 8000 2 4 3
Cat_gaus_mean_3_val_5 8000 5 4 3
Cat_gaus_mean_3_val_10 8000 10 4 3
Cat_large_ds1 20000 2 10 1
Cat_large_ds2 20000 2 10 2
Cat_large_ds3 20000 2 10 3
the distribution of nominal instances along the data streams. To be more illustrative, two examples of the first family are
presented below:
The first data set called cat_syn1 consists of three segments with 6000 instances; each segment has 2000 instances. The
value of instances’ attributes comes from a probability function. In each segment, in order to have concept change, the
probability function would be changed. So, this data set has the following distribution:
First segment: Second segment: Third segment:p(x = 1) = 1
p(x = 2) = 0
p(x = 3) = 0
p(x = 1) = 1/2
p(x = 2) = 1/2
p(x = 3) = 0
p(x = 1) = 1/3
p(x = 2) = 1/3
p(x = 3) = 1/3.
The next data set from this family called cat_syn2 has the following distribution:
First segment: Second segment: Third segment:
p(x = 1) = 1
p(x = 2) = 0

p(x = 1) = 0.5
p(x = 2) = 0.5

p(x = 1) = 1
p(x = 2) = 0.
So, these data sets have two concept change points; after generating 2000 and 4000 instances, respectively.
Apart from discretization method being involved, the second family of categorical data sets is the same as the practice
previously followed by well-known researchers in data stream community [8,10].This data set includes four segments;
in each segment, instances are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with specific mean and standard deviation. To have
concept change, the mean of data distribution would be changed after each segment but the standard deviation would be
fixed (=1) through all segments. Because the instances of this data set have continuous attribute values, we discretize these
values using uniform quantization with different cut points in order to get a data set with different categorical attributes.
According to this strategy, different data sets are created. Table 1 shows these data sets with theirmain properties. Each data
set includes S segments that are created usingGaussian distributionwithmeanµ and standard deviation 1. The column ‘Shift
in means’ indicates the difference between mean µ of Gaussian distributions in two consecutive segments. For example,
cat_gaus_mean_1_val_2 includes four segments which have a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard deviation 1.
The column of ‘‘Shift in means’’ for this data set is one; that is, the mean of four used Gaussian distributions in each segment
of this data set are shifted one (for example −1, 0, 1, 0). This data set is discretized using uniform quantization with step
size of two, so each attribute has two values.
Mixed-attribute data set: In these kinds of data sets, instances can have categorical and numerical attributes jointly. Here,
the used data set is namedmix_ds. It has ten attributes where half of them are numeric and the rest are categorical. This data
set includes 20000 instances with nine concept change points in instances 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 12000, 14000,
16000 and 18000.
Real world data sets: To show the facility of PSCCD to detect changes in the real world applications, we apply it on four
videos in order to detect the shot changes. The video shot change detection, which is related to video segmentation, is
one of the most important tasks in video analysis. It has several applications in different domains like video indexing, video
compression, video access andmany others. Our experiment for video shot change detection is performedon four videos that
can be found freely on http://www.open-video.org. Table 2 illustrates the used video data sets and their main descriptions.
5.1.2. Evaluation measures
We assess PSCCD with three measurement criteria: (1) the precision, that is the number of corrected detections divided
by the number of all detections. (2) Recall is the number of corrected detections divided by the number of true changes.
(3) F1, represents a harmonic mean between recall and precision. Following are the definitions of these measurements.
Precision = Number of corrected detections
Number of detections
(7)
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Table 2
Overview of used video data sets.
Name Genre Alias # frames # shots
Exotic Terrance Documentary UGS 2145 13
New Indians, segment 102 Documentary Indi102 1365 11
New Indians, segment 02 Documentary Indi002 845 8
New Indians, segment 08 Documentary Indi008 706 5
Fig. 1. (a) The obtained martingale values of num_ds data set using Ho’s method. (b) The obtained martingale values of num_ds data set using PSCCD. The
proposed method is superior to Ho’s method.
Recall = Number of corrected detections
Number of true changes
F1 = 2× Recall× Precision
Recall+ Precision .
As precision and recall are related by F1, if F1 measure gets high value, we can ensure that precision and recall are
reasonably high.
5.2. Results and discussion
In this section, the result of applying PSCCD on the studied data sets in different domains of categorical, numerical,
mixed-attribute and real world data sets are analyzed.
5.2.1. Numerical data sets
We evaluate PSCCD on num_ds data set. As mentioned previously, this data set is created using ten overlapping Gaussian
distributions with mean µ and standard deviation σ . To apply concept change in this data set, we change the parameters
of Gaussian distribution that are mean and standard deviation after generating each 2000 instances. Thus, this data set has
nine change points. We compare PSCCD to Ho’s method [8,10]. Fig. 1(a) shows the martingale values created using Ho’s
method. As this figure shows, Ho’s method can only detect five change points that occurred in the instances 2000, 4000,
10000, 12000, and 14000. This method cannot detect change points in instances 6000, 8000, 16000 and 18000. Fig. 1(b)
illustrates the martingale values created by PSCCD. As this figure shows, the proposed method can detect all the change
points more accurately.
Ho’s method only detects those change points where data get away from the mean of data distribution. In Ho’s method,
changes can bedetectedwhen p_values gets small. The p_valueswill be smallwhen thenumber of strangeness data increases
through coming numerical data, this increase occurs when data gets away from the center of data, i.e. the mean of data
distribution. Therefore, when data is close to the center of data, the number of strangeness data decrease, the p_value
increases and the martingale value would be not large enough to detect these kinds of changes. In contrast, such changes
can be detected in PSCCD because both p_value and the complement of p_value are considered in computing themartingale
value. In other words, PSCCD has a fine ability to detect those changes that occur while the standard deviation of data
distribution decreases and consequently data become closer to the center of data. In fact, we take into account the trend of
data behavior which can be close or away from the center of data.
We ran this experiment 50 times and evaluated our method with three measurements; precision, recall, and F1. Table 3
shows the result of applying Ho’s method and our method on num_ds data set.
Precision of PSCCD is less than the precision of Ho’s method because our method detects all the change points whereas
Ho’s method detects smaller number of them. Also, recall of PSCCD is significantly higher than Ho’s method. As F1 is the
balance between recall and precision, we can ensure that precision and recall are reasonably high if F1 gets high value. As
PSCCD has the higher F1 in comparison with Ho’s method, we can conclude that the proposed method certainly detects the
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Table 3
Comparison between Ho’s method and the pro-
posed method on num-ds data set.
Precision Recall F1
Ho’s method 0.8566 0.5178 0.6454
PSCCD 0.8443 0.9956 0.9137
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1
Precision
Recall
F1
Hot's method
Proposed method
Fig. 2. The comparison between Ho’s method and the proposed method on num_ds data set.
Fig. 3. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional num_shift_1. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional num_shift_1. (c) The martingale values
of ten-dimensional num_shift_1.
true change points in addition to a few number of false change points. But, according to the value of precision, these false
change points are not extortionary. Fig. 2 visualizes the comparison of Ho’s method and the proposed method in terms of
mentioned measurements.
To explore the robustness of PSCCD to different amounts of concept change, we conduct our method on num_shift_1,
num_shift_2 and num_shift_3. As we discussed previously, each data set includes four segments which have a Gaussian
distribution with mean µ and standard deviation 1. Figs. 3–5 illustrates the martingale values that are obtained by PSCCD.
As these observations reveal, the proposed method can detect points where the distribution of data is changed. A little
fluctuation in martingale values where there are no concept change along the data do not bring any difficulties to PSCCD
because they can be simply differentiated from concept change points intuitively. Also, we apply PSCCD on different versions
of these data sets, with one, two and ten dimensions, to show the ability of our method in multi-dimensional data sets.
Figs. 3–5(a)–(c) show martingale values of PSCCD on one-, two- and ten-dimensional data sets, respectively. In fact, these
figures highlight the robustness of PSCCD to the number of dimensions.
We draw a graph to show the robustness of our algorithm when the dimensionality increases. Fig. 6 shows the trend of
precision, recall, F1 measurements when the number of dimension increases. The horizontal axis shows the dimensions of
data set and the vertical one represents the accuracy. We perform each experiment 30 times and get the mean of precision,
recall and F1 measurements in 30 independent runs. With increasing dimensionality, precision measurement increases
because the amount of changes that is applied in each dimension has been increased. Recall is 1 in all experiments because
our method follows two efficient strategies based on p_values to detect changes: first, the changes of p_value toward higher
values and second approaches of p_value to smaller values. Thus themartingale value is calculated according to p_value and
the complement of p_value. Then based on Doob’s Maximal Inequality if the mean of two values of martingales is greater
than a threshold, a change is detected and null hypothesis test is rejected. In other words, PSCCD has a fine ability to detect
all changes whose data become closer to farther from the center of data. In fact, we take into account the trend of data
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Fig. 4. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional num_shift_2. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional num_shift_2. (c) The martingale values
of ten-dimensional num_shift_2.
Fig. 5. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional num_shift_3. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional num_shift_3. (c) The martingale values
of ten-dimensional num_shift_3.
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Fig. 6. The trend of precision, recall, F1 measurements when the number of dimension increases. The horizontal axis shows the dimensions of data
set and the vertical one represents the accuracy. We perform each experiment 30 times and get the mean of precision, recall and F1 measurements in
30 independent runs.
behavior which can be close or away from the center of data. As Precision and Recall are related by F1, if F1 measure gets
high value,we can ensure that Precision andRecall are reasonably high. In our experiment, F1would increasewith increasing
the dimensionality because recall measurement gets high value when the number of dimension increases.
5.2.2. Categorical data sets
The results of applying our method on cat_syn1 and cat_syn2 are displayed in Fig. 7.
As Fig. 7 shows, our method can detect the points where the distribution of data is changed. In both data sets (cat_syn1
and cat_syn2), concept change occurs once upon arrival of every 2000 instances. Thus, there are two changes in instances of
2000 and 4000 that our method can detect them accurately.
As we discussed previously, the other used categorical data sets are constructed by changing the mean of Gaussian
distribution and then applying uniform quantization with different cut points. Fig. 8 illustrates the result of applying our
method on cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2 data set. cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2 has four segments. To apply change in this data set,
we change the mean µ after generating 2000 instances. The distance between mean µ in its four Gaussian distributions is
one. To show the ability of our method to detect change points in multi-dimensional data, we also apply PSCCD on two-
and ten-dimensional data sets that are constructed in the same way as cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2. The martingale values on
different versions of this data set i.e. one-, two- and ten-dimensional are shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c), respectively.
To explore the robustness of PSCCD to different amount of concept change, we change the size of shift in the mean
of Gaussian distributions. Figs. 9 and 10(a)–(c) respectively show the martingale value of the proposed method on one-,
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Fig. 7. (a) The martingale values on cat_syn1. (b) The martingale values on cat_syn2.
Fig. 8. (a) Themartingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2. (b) Themartingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2. (c) The
martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_2.
Fig. 9. (a) Themartingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_2. (b) Themartingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_2. (c) The
martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_2.
two- and ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_2 and cat_gaus_mean_1_val_2. Obviously, PSCCD detects change points
accurately. However, there is a little fluctuation in martingale values when there are no concept changes along the data.
The recent small fluctuations do not bring any difficulties to our approach since they can be simply differentiated from
concept change points intuitively.
To show the ability of our method when applied on high number of values in categorical domain, we increase the
size of step size in uniform quantization. Fig. 11 shows the results of applying our method on cat_gaus_mean_3_val_5.
This data set has four segments; in each segment, data are generated using a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and
standard deviation 1. The difference between the mean of Gaussian distributions used in two consecutive segments is
two. As this figure shows, PSCCD can detect those points where the mean of Gaussian distribution is changed. Figs. 12
and 13 (a), (b) and (c) respectively show the martingale value of the proposed method on one-, two- and ten-dimensional
cat_gaus_mean_2_val_5 and cat_gaus_mean_2_val_5.
Figs. 14–16 illustrate the martingale values of the PSCCD on cat_gaus_mean_3_val_10, cat_gaus_mean_2_val_10, and
cat _gaus_mean_1_val_10, respectively. Obviously, PSCCD is not sensitive to the number of attribute values.
Figs. 8–16 indicate that the proposed method can detect change points where the distribution of data is changed. In
addition, these observations reveal that this method is not sensitive to the number of dimensions and the number of values
each attribute can take. In the last experiment in categorical domain, we increase the number of instances to show the
capability of our method in large data sets. Cat_large_ds1 has 20000 instances, so that the distribution of data changes after
2000 instances. Thus, cat_large_ds1 has nine change points in instances 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 12000, 14000,
16000, and 18000. Change points in this data set results from the change in mean of Gaussian distribution. Fig. 17(a)
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Fig. 10. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_2. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_2.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_2.
Fig. 11. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_5. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_5.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_5.
Fig. 12. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_5. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_5.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_5.
Fig. 13. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_5. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_5.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_5.
shows the obtained martingale values in this data set. The results of applying PSCCD on cat_large_ds2 and cat_large_ds3
are illustrated in Fig. 17(b) and (c), respectively. As this figure illustrates, the proposed method can detect accurately points
where the distribution of data changes.
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Fig. 14. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_10. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_10.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_3_val_10.
Fig. 15. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_10. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_10.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_2_val_10.
Fig. 16. (a) The martingale values of one-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_10. (b) The martingale values of two-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_10.
(c) The martingale values of ten-dimensional cat_gaus_mean_1_val_10.
Fig. 17. (a) The martingale values of cat_large_ds1. (b) The martingale values of cat_large_ds2. (c) The martingale values of Cat_large_ds3.
5.2.3. Mixed-attribute data sets
The proposed method can work on all domains of categorical, numerical and mixed-attributes data sets. In the previous
sections, we showed the capability of our method on categorical and numerical data sets. In this section, we investigate the
capability of the proposed method on mixed-attributes data sets.
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Fig. 18. The martingale value onmix_ds data set. This data set has five numerical attributes and five categorical attributes.
Mix_ds introduced in Section 5has ten attributes. Five of themare numerical and the others are categorical. Five numerical
attributes are generated from ten overlapping Gaussian distributions with meanµ and standard deviation 1. Change points
appear when the mean of Gaussian distributions is changed. We apply PSCCD on this data set to show the capability of
our method in mixed-attributed data sets. It is indicated that Ho’s method is only able to work in numerical data sets. On
the contrary, PSCCD can work not only in numerical data sets but also in mixed-attributed ones because PSCCD ranks the
instances according to USM (Formula 2). Fig. 18 illustrates the martingale values that are obtained by the proposedmethod.
Obviously, PSCCD can detect all change points in mixed-attribute data set accurately. The martingale values accept high
valueswhen concept change occurs. However, there is a little fluctuation inmartingale valueswhenno concept changes exist
along the data. The recent small fluctuations do not bring any difficulties to PSCCD since they can be simply differentiated
from concept change points intuitively.
5.2.4. Robustness of PSCCD
Our experimental observations and theoretical analysis clearly reveal that PSCCD is able to detect concept changes in a
robust manner. This method is robust to both the amount of concept changes along data stream and also to the number
of change points observed as time goes by. To be more illustrative, we draw the readers’ attention to the fact that part of
our evaluations are carried out on data stream with different amounts of shifts in the Gaussian distribution. According to
the recent observations (Figs. 3–5 in numerical domain and Figs. 7–15 in categorical domain), PSCCD is robust to different
amounts of concept changes by offering the high value in martingale values when there is a concept change in the data
stream.
From Fig. 16, one may come up with the fact that robustness to the number of concept changes is an intrinsic nature
of PSCCD. It is important to note however that there is a little fluctuation in martingale values when there are no concept
changes along the data. The recent small fluctuations do not bring any difficulties to our approach since they can be simply
differentiated from concept change points intuitively.
Figs. 3–5 for numerical attributes and 7–15 for categorical attributes show another desired property of our approach.
In fact, these figures highlight the robustness of PSCCD to the number of dimensions. In the left part of these figures data
streammerely composes of one dimension, whereas, in the right part of these figures the dimension is increased up to 10. It
is not hard to see howwell PSCCD reacts to the variation in number of dimension. Although PSCCD’s best results are achieved
whenever the number of dimension is small, it performs surprisingly well on data stream involving high dimensions.
5.2.5. Complexity of PSCCD
In PSCCD, upon arrival of new frame, a hypothesis test takes place to determine whether a shot change has occurred
or not. This hypothesis test is driven by a family of martingales which is based on Doob’s Maximal Inequality. To do this
hypothesis test, PSCCD gets USM which ranks data points according to their mean with the complexity of O(n). In the next
step, p_value statistic is defined to rank USM of new data point with respect to the other strangeness measures. This step
can be done by sorting the values and it would be done in O(n log n)when heap-sort is used. The changes of p_value toward
higher values can be deemed as data points are running away from their representative. In contrast, having data close to their
representative conveys themeaning that p_value are approaching smaller values. In order to decide whether to acceptH0 or
not, a martingale is defined based on the sequence of p_value. The complexity of this step is O(1). Therefore the complexity
of our algorithm is O(n)+ O(n log n)+ O(1) = O(n log n).
5.2.6. Video data sets
To show how capable PSCCD is to detect changes in the real world applications, we apply it on four videos in order to
detect shot changes. Video shot change detection, which is related to video segmentation, is one of themost important tasks
in video analysis. A shot is defined as a sequence of frames generated during a single operation by a camera. A shot change
occurs whenever one shot changes to another one [28,29].
To have a fair comparison, we involve Ho’s methodology to extract features from video in question. To do so, we
extract two features from each frame of video data sets, namely color histogram and edge histogram [8]. To construct color
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(11)
(6) (7) (9) (10)(8)
Fig. 19. The sequence of shots from the indi102 video sequence. A shot is defined as a sequence of frames generated during a single operation by a camera.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(7) (8)(6)
Fig. 20. The sequence of shots from the indi002 video sequence. A shot is defined as a sequence of frames generated during a single operation by a camera.
histogram, RGB values of each pixel are converted into 4096 bins using [(r/16) ∗ 256 + (g/16) ∗ 16 + b/16]. The edge
histogram consisting of 36 bins is obtained by the conversion of gradient angle into index. To do such conversion, first the
orientation angle is divided by 10 then it is rounded to the nearest integer.
We apply PSCCD on four video data sets named indi002, UGS, indi102 and indi008 to detect shot changes. As mentioned
previously, a shot is a sequence of frames generated during a single operation by the camera [28]. Figs. 19–22 show the
different shots of the used video data sets.
Table 4 illustrates the results of comparing the proposed method and Ho’s method in measures of precision, recall and
F1 measurements.
As Table 4 shows, the proposed method can detect more shot change points than Ho’s method, because Ho’s method
only detects those change points where data gets away from the mean of data distributions. In Ho’s method, changes can be
detected when p_values get small. The p_values will be small if the number of strangeness data increases when the coming
data is away from the mean. So, when the incoming data is close to the center of data, the number of strangeness data will
decrease, the p_value will increase and the martingale value will not be large enough to detect these kinds of changes. In
contrast, as in our method both p_value and the complement of p_value are considered in computing the martingale value,
such changes can be detected. In other words, our method has a fine ability to detect changes that occur while the standard
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(12) (13)(11)
Fig. 21. The sequence of shots from the UGS video sequence. A shot is defined as a sequence of frames generated during a single operation by a camera.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Fig. 22. The sequence of shots from the indi009 video sequence. A shot is defined as a sequence of frames generated during a single operation by a camera.
Table 4
Comparison between Ho’s method and the proposed method on video data set.
Videos Ho’s precision PSCCD’s precision Ho’s recall PSCCD’s recall Ho’s F1 PSCCD’s F1
Indi102 0.8889 0.8333 0.7273 0.9091 0.80 0.8696
Indi008 0.60 0.50 0.50 1 0.5455 0.6667
UGS 0.5417 0.52 0.6471 0.7647 0.5848 0.6190
Indi002 0.5455 0.50 0.75 0.8750 0.6316 0.6364
deviation of data distribution decreases and consequently data becomes closer to the center of data. In fact, we take into
account the trend of data behavior which can be close or away from the center of data.
The precision of our method is less than Ho’s method, because Ho’s method detects small number of shot changes in
comparison with the proposed method. In contrast, the proposed method detects more shot changes in comparison to Ho’s
method. Thus, recall measurement of the proposed method is significantly higher than Ho’s method. F1 measurement is
the balance between recall and precision. If F1 measurement gets high value, we can ensure that precision and recall are
reasonably high. As the proposed method has the higher F1 measurement than Ho’s method, we can conclude that the
proposed method certainly detects true shot changes and it sometimes detects false change points. But, according to the
value of precision, these false change points are trivial. As the value of recall indicates, the proposedmethod can detect shot
changes accurately and can be useful in the video applications. Here, we apply the proposed method on video data sets to
just show the effectiveness of our model to detect change points in the video domains and the observations are promising.
6. Conclusion
Detecting changes is the most important challenge in data streams and generally in many real world domains. Majority
of previous data stream researches focus on detecting changes in labeled data streams; however, in the real world data
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streams we often do not have access to the labels of data. There exist a few researches with ability to deal with unlabeled
data stream, but, they are only designed for numeric domainwhere dimension of data is very low. In this paper, we propose a
method for change detection using exchangeable test. This hypothesis test is driven by amartingalewhich is based onDoob’s
Maximal Inequality. Our method is non-parametric and efficient and does not require a sliding window on the data stream
and also is capable to detect changes in all domains of data, namely categorical, numerical andmixed-attribute data stream.
Experimental results on synthetic and real data sets reveal that our model is the method of choice by offering an accurate
concept change detection scheme for different types of data streams. In the future work, we will investigate incorporating
a post process into PSCCD, to achieve higher precision.
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